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Rooster’s Blues House on
the Square will re-open its
doors today after a monthlong
Mississippi Alcoholic Beverage Control-issued closure.
The restaurant and bar on
the corner of Jackson Avenue
and Courthouse Square has
not been in business since
Feb. 20 after reaching a settlement with ABC. Scott Michael,
the owner of Rooster's, said
his bar has had a functional
relationship with ABC for the
last seven years.
ABC allegedly found the bar
in violation of the local option
laws. Rooster’s sought to dispute this accusation, and as a
result, the bar and ABC came
to a settlement of a 28-day
suspension. The suspension
ended March 20 at 10 a.m.
“I can’t wait to see our customers,” Michael said. “I can’t

SEE ROOSTER’S PAGE 3

A commitment to education: Valeria Beasley-Ross
MIA SIMS

thedmnews@gmail.com

It’s been 20 years since Valeria
Beasley-Ross was first hired at
the University of Mississippi, and
she has committed that time to
three things: education, students
and service.
In her time here, Beasley-Ross
pushed the university to recognize months celebrating Hispanic heritage, LGBTQ history
and Native American history.
She also helped get the National
Pan-Hellenic Council chartered
on campus.
Beasley-Ross also helped rename of the UM Gospel Choir,
which was originally called the
Black Student Union Choir.
Beasley-Ross said she and
staff in the chancellor’s office
submitted a request to the IHL

Board to change the name of
the Black Student Union Choir
to the University of Mississippi
Gospel Choir. Their request was
approved.
“This was a true testament
to the choir who played a role
in helping African-American
students choose to attend the
University of Mississippi,” Beasley-Ross said. “It allowed the
students to include the University of Mississippi’s name in their
title as they traveled from place
to place.”
Beasley-Ross, now assistant
dean of students, is also responsible for the day-to-day advising of
many organizations on campus,
including the UM Gospel Choir,
the Black Student Union and National Pan-Hellenic Council.
Many of the programs Beasley-Ross initiated have morphed
into something larger but might

not have been on campus at all
were it not for Beasley-Ross and
her colleagues.
Beasley-Ross’ motivation, she
said, stems mostly from her children.
“I wanted the trajectory of
my own children’s lives to be
changed,” Beasley-Ross said. “I
knew that by going to college, it
would result in my children likely
doing the same.”
Beasley-Ross currently holds
three degrees from the university,
and she’s not finished yet. After
being hired in 1990 as a secretary
in the vice chancellor for student
affairs office and being promoted
twice, she decided she wanted to
go back to school to finish her undergraduate degree at Ole Miss.
She took classes while working
and said the journey to getting

SEE ROSS PAGE 3
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Valeria Beasley-Ross serves as assistant dean of students .
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A cure to cultural barriers: Learning languages

FRANCISCO HERNANDEZ
thedmopinion@gmail.com

To reject what seems foreign
is an undoubtedly instinctual
human trait.
Tribes, empires and nations have always divided
what they defined as “us” from
the strange, exotic and even
frightening concept of “them.”
The Romans referred to
those north of the Danube
River as “barbarians,” and not
so long ago, colonial powers

labeled their overseas subjects
as “sub-races.”
Languages, too, divided
foreign from domestic. The
Romans once considered the
languages that have now become English and German
to be “barbaric talk,” and European settlers similarly discriminated against indigenous
languages all over the globe.
Sadly, our world is not
much less xenophobic these
days. How else could we explain that, while more than 65
million people are being displaced by war, hunger, prosecution and climate change,
some European countries and
the United States are increasing their regulations against
immigration?
Why else do nationalist
leaders consider the languages and religions of immigrants
un-American or un-European?
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As with many other social
injustices, the change will
have to first come from public
opinion.
There has been great progress in the views of immigrants
in the United States, where
63 percent of the population
thinks immigrants strengthen
a country, according to a Pew
Research poll.
However,
these
views
change depending on the type
of immigrants and how “foreign” we consider them, their
culture and their language.
For this reason, migrants
from Muslim-majority countries are currently suffering
the greatest discrimination.
Their religion and culture just
seem too unfamiliar and too
incompatible with our own
traditions.
Why else would we be willing to accept “extreme vetting”
or outright bans, even when

thedmcopy@gmail.com

not have the time to learn
multiple languages, but we are
certainly in the best position
to do so; we are on a campus
with extensive foreign language programs, surrounded
by a significant number of international students, and with
a growing number of accessible and economical websites
and apps to learn languages.
In fact, just learning the basics is usually enough to understand the different world
perspectives that come with
different languages.
Many immigrants, especially those in extreme need, deserve this change.
If you believe in a world
where a person’s fate is not determined by his or her country
of birth, you deserve it, too.
Francisco Hernandez is a
junior international studies
major from Valencia, Spain.
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we can see the fear and the
devastation in Syria with only
a few clicks on our computers?
That is where learning languages has an important role.
Since languages generally
have divisive effects among
populations, what better way
is there to heal those divisions
than learning a foreign language?
Learning Arabic, a language often stereotyped as
the speech of terrorists, would
open our eyes to a rich and insightful culture.
Spanish, a language some
want to keep behind a wall
and reduce to fast food menus
and signs at the Home Depot,
can give us access to an understanding of Spanish-speaking
migrants. We should not forget most immigrants are already making a great effort to
learn English.
Obviously, many of us might
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ROOSTER’S

continued from page 1

continued from page 1
wait to be out on that balcony enjoying that beautiful
weather.”
Michael said that during the
monthlong closure, Rooster’s underwent some minor
cosmetic changes, including
refurbished floors, but otherwise he does not plan to
change much with the bar.
“We’ve been open in the
building since 2008, and
nothing’s broken, so we're not
going to fix it,” he said.
During the past month,
Michael said he was largely
concerned with making sure
his employees were able to
pay rent and make their money. Many of these employees
worked at his other Oxford
establishment, Mr. Feather's Honky Tonk, during the
break.
“We’re coming back to Oxford, and it’s going to be sunny and 80 degrees, so I think

5

FILE PHOTO

everybody’s going to be busy,”
Michael said. “We're going to
roll through the rest of this
month, and then April is a big
month.”
Sophomore business marketing major Sam Hart said

he spends most of his Monday nights at a table on the
Rooster’s balcony and has
missed the spot.
“I’m excited about being
able to get back inside my favorite bar,” Hart said.
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50
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CARRY OUT

$

her undergraduate degree didn’t
take very long.
“I think it took me a year, maybe a year and a half, to finish my
undergraduate degree,” Ross
said. “After I finished, instead of
taking a full-time position, I took
an AmeriCorps position and a
graduate position together. I then
started working on my master’s.”
For two years, Beasley-Ross
worked and attended school simultaneously to complete her
master’s degree. As a graduate
student, she accepted a professional-level position as coordinator for multicultural affairs and
volunteer service with the newly
formed AmeriCorps.
“It was for students who were
interested in dedicating a time
in their life to service and volunteerism,” Beasley-Ross said. “I
could do that and go to school
part-time, so that’s what I elected
to do.”
Beasley-Ross also worked with
a program called America Reads,

99

LARGE

up to 3 toppings
code 9174

$9.99

up to 5 toppings
code 5152

which places college students
in local schools to help students
struggling with illiteracy.
“They’d have students who
would go to the school and do
tutoring,” Beasley-Ross said. “I’d
keep track of those students and
go make sure they went to the
school on time and gave them
orientation before they started,
going over dress appropriate behavior.”
Even now, with a Bachelor of
Social Science, Bachelor of Public Administration and Master
of Social Science under her belt,
Beasley-Ross is not finished being a student and leader on campus. She said she hopes to finish
her Ph.D. in the spring semester
of 2017.
“I went to a hooding ceremony
and said to myself, ‘Man, I want
to be on that stage getting hooded,’” Beasley-Ross said. “That’s
such a great accomplishment to
do that for oneself, but also to be
able to share the full story of being a secretary, to going back to
school and completing a Ph.D.
with students and adult learners,
is something I wanted to do.”
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$ 99
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Student Positions Available in Advertising
The S. Gale Denley Student Media Center seeks a student sales manager and student advertising account executives
for 2017-2018. Earnings based on commission. Excellent experience. Previous sales or retail experience preferred.

To apply, go to theDMonline.com and click on the “apply” link from the top of the home page.
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'Table 19' mirrors uncomfortable waves of life
SARAH SMITH

sasmit17@go.olemiss.edu

Watching Anna Kendrick’s
latest feature, “Table 19,”
feels a little bit like going
through the awkward stages
of being a teenager: a little
painful, but still priceless.
Nevertheless, it doesn’t fail
to pull heart strings and give
a good laugh when things
get too tense.
In the movie, Table 19
is the table where guests
who shouldn’t have even
bothered showing up to the
wedding are assigned to sit,
according to the film’s protagonist, Eloise (Kendrick).
Eloise considers herself at
the top of the list of undesirables, considering she is the
former maid of honor and
was recently dumped by the
best man and brother of the
bride, Teddy (Wyatt Russell,
“22 Jump Street”).
The other table 19 guests
include awkward and un-eloquent Renzo Eckberg (Tony

Table 19

PHOTO COURTESY: FACEBOOK.COM/TABLE19MOVIE

Revolori, “Dope”), who attends the wedding in search
of a girlfriend. He is on the
prowl at the wedding instead
of attending his junior prom,
because his mother told him
he had a better chance at the

wedding. Reminding everyone of time when they would
do anything to get a dance
with someone, he provides
some cringe-worthy humor
by reminding us all of the
awkward stages of dating.

Bina and Jerry Kepp (Lisa
Kudrow, “Easy A,” and Craig
Robinson, “This is the End”)
are a long-time married couple, with some tension in
their marriage. They are diner owners who barely know
the bride and groom but still
showed up for the wedding.
Jo Flanagan (June Squibb,
“Nebraska”) is the former
nanny of the bride and best
man. A hilarious woman
with kind words and perfect
timing, she is an unexpected and delightful character. She’s a woman who has
worked her whole life taking
care of others.
Ex-con Walter Thimple
(Stephen Merchant, “The
Office”) enters as the cousin
of the bride who previously
stole money from the bride’s
father.
Walter provides
much-needed comic relief
from both his own serious
comments and those from
other characters. Willing to
help at every turn, Walter is
a character one won’t likely
forget due to his socially in-

ept, creepy nature.
The storyline is complicated and seemingly realistic as
it delves into problems these
people have in their personal lives.
“Table 19” explores issues
of self-esteem, marriage,
pregnancy and illness. The
movie tackles what people
think about their lives but
are rarely vocal about, especially at an occasion like a
wedding.
While it is clunky at points
and sometimes the humor
fails to shine, it’s a movie
that makes one reconsider
life and is all too much lifelike.
This movie is worth seeing because it’s clunky and
feels like an ill-fitting shoe;
it’s meant to. The whole purpose of this movie is that
life is uncomfortable and
doesn’t have a movie ending.
The irony of this film is bittersweet. Some characters
reconcile their differences,
while other relationships are
brought to an inevitable end.
It fits the “dramedy” genre
well, with a highly unexpected ending.
All the characters brought
different things to the table,
and by the end of the night
they learned not only about
each other but also about
themselves, leaving with
friendships they didn’t have
before.
It’s sad but hopeful. “Table
19” is great for a good laugh
and a decent message about
how things don’t always turn
out how you want them to
— sometimes in bad ways,
sometimes in good ways and
sometimes in unexpected
ways.
It’s not the best movie of
the season, by far.
But it is a fair movie that
deserves a watch. If you
can’t get tickets to the latest
blockbusters, it’s worth giving this one a try.
Movie Rating: B-

33735
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We’re giving away
baseball tickets
Win a chance to see the Rebels take on the
Mississippi State Bulldogs at Swayze Field
March 30-April 1.
Go to The Hub, 109 Anchorage Road, and enter for your chance to win.
Two winners will be announced on Rebel Radio March 29
and each will receive a pair of tickets to all three games of the series.
One entry per person. Employees of the S. Gale Denley Student Media Center and their immediate families are not eligible for contest.

109 Anchorage Road
662.234.2833
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Winning tradition takes root in men’s tennis program

COLUMN

SAM HARRES

thedmsports@gmail.com

Just beyond the trees lining
Magnolia Drive, in the sun but
out of the spotlight, the Rebels
have quietly assembled a tennis
dynasty.
Ole Miss tennis, for much
of the early 1900s, was seen
largely as a club sport, but J.W.
“Wobble” Davidson, named
head coach in 1949, brought
legitimacy and stability to a
program destined for success.
Since then, 77 All-SEC picks
and 29 All-Americans have
called Oxford home. With 23
consecutive NCAA Tournament
appearances, the Rebels boast a
tennis prestige few in the nation
can match.
Yet, at Ole Miss, a true SEC
school in the heart of the South,
that success has failed to translate into mainstream notoriety.
For a school dominated by football and baseball, tennis often
feels more like an afterthought.
But that doesn’t seem to bother Grey Hamilton, a rostered
junior from Southern Pines,
North Carolina. The pride with

PHOTO BY: WILSON BENTON

The Ole Miss men’s tennis team huddles around before the start of its match against the University of Arkansas - Pine Bluff.
which he speaks about Ole Miss
tennis is almost palpable.
“The tennis program is far
and away the most successful
sport at Ole Miss.” Hamilton
said. “I would actually say football isn’t even close.”

That success did not materialize overnight. At the center of Rebel tennis for the past
30 years, Billy Chadwick, who
took over the men’s program
in 1983 and retired in 2014, led
the Rebels to their first NCAA

Team Championship in 1995
and coached the NCAA Doubles
champions that same year. His
impact was immediate yet lasting; over the past 20 seasons,
Ole Miss has, on average, been
ranked 12th in the nation by

the NCAA. His retirement left
enormous shoes to fill.
Hoping to continue Chadwick’s legacy are current head
coach Toby Hansson, a veteran of the ATP Tour in Europe,
North and Central America and
Asia, and his assistant Devin
Britton, who was the youngest NCAA Singles champion in
Division I history. They bring
a quality and coaching style rivaled by few, if any, in the country.
“It’s an honor to play for a
program like Ole Miss,.” Hamilton said. “The coaching staff
is second to none here; I love
playing for them.”
Hansson and Britton bring
more than a wealth of experience and knowledge to Palmer/
Salloum Tennis Center – they
also bring a host of foreign
scouting connections. The recruiting process, according to
sophomore Filip Kraljevich, a
native of Rijeka, Croatia, depends heavily on youth tournaments. With competitions scattered throughout Europe, if a
player is ranked highly enough,

SEE TENNIS PAGE6

NewsWatch
Monday - Friday
5 pm
Channel 99

FREE TAX RETURN PREPARATION
Clinic operated by the Law School

Tuesdays and Thursdays
3:30-6:30 pm
Oxford Public Library
Necessary items:
ID, social security card,
all tax documents

The 30-minute show is the
ONLY LOCAL television
newscast generating news
directly to and for Ole Miss,
Oxford, and Lafayette County.
Rebroadcast at 10 pm

International students
are welcome!

SPECIAL

Friday Clinic
Session
at the
Law School
March 31
10am-3pm

Bring passports, visas and any work
or scholarship info
PLEASE DIRECT ALL INQUIRIES TO
olemisstaxclinic@gmail.com
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Ole Miss takes series from Vanderbilt with 10-8 win
BRIAN SCOTT RIPPEE
thedmsports@gmail.com

Colby Bortles turned on a
3-1 fastball that exploded off of
his bat and quickly headed for
the outfield seating in left field.
He flipped his bat up in the air
and admired his work for a
moment. It was this solo home
run in the eighth inning of Ole
Miss’ 10-8 win over Vanderbilt
on Sunday that tied the game
and set the stage for the Rebels
to take control one last time.
“I was looking for a fastball,
and I got it. I just put a good
swing on it, and it felt good,”
Bortles said. “I had to show everyone that it felt good.”
Four batters later, with Will
Golsan standing on first base
after a walk, Chase Cockrell
PHOTO BY: CAMERON BROOKS
– whose opportunities at the
plate have been sparse in recent Third baseman Colby Bortles hits a ball during Ole Miss’ game against Baylor at
weeks – came off the bench Minute Maid Park in Houston earlier this season.
cold and laced a fastball in the ball, knowing that Vanderbilt’s chance.
right field corner for a two-out freshman lefty Zach King had
“Coach B told me before the
RBI double that gave Ole Miss been wavering with his slider, at-bat to look fastball and that
its first lead of the ball game. and when it came, the soph- he wasn’t confident in his slidCockrell was also looking fast- omore made the most of his

er,” Cockrell said. “So I just
looked fastball and was willing
to adjust.”
Cockrell was the hero in a
game of many twists and turns
in which Ole Miss needed starters, pitchers and bench players
to step up when called upon.
“Just with their left hander,
who predominantly throw fastballs, I just wanted to make
sure he got some swings off
and try to be on time and get
your best swing off,” Bianco
said. “He hasn’t had many opportunities the last couple of
weeks, but certainly proud of
him and the way he capitalized
today.”
The game required 12 pitchers between the two teams, and
all 15 position players that Ole
Miss dressed out participated.
“Obviously it was nice to
win,” head coach Mike Bianco said. “But to win this way,
where we didn’t pitch well, and
certainly we needed offense
today. We scored eight runs in
the last four innings. Even after getting close or tying it up,
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letting them back in the game.
But credit them. I thought they
were much better offensively
today. We didn’t pitch well, but
they were much better offensively.”
Neither starter made it five
full innings, and Ole Miss’ Will
Ethridge was pulled in the
third after Vanderbilt touched
him up for five runs on six hits
including a three-run fourth
inning that was his last. Vanderbilt led 5-2 after four innings. After trading runs in the
bottom of the fifth and top of
the sixth, Ole Miss struck for
three runs in the bottom of the
sixth to tie the game 6-6.
“We needed the offense today to stay in the game like
that. It seemed like outs were
hard to come by,” Bianco said.
“It was hard for both teams
to get on a roll and have a
one-two-three inning. It just
seemed like there were walks,
HBPs, base hits, and our guys
hung in there.”
Vanderbilt quickly regained
the lead in the top half of the on
a J.J. Bleday two-run shot to
right field. Tim Rowe answered
that in the bottom half of the
inning with a pinch-hit home
run of his own to a similar spot.
After Dallas Woolfolk put
up a zero in the top half of the
eighth inning, Bortles’ and
Cockrell’s heroics gave Ole
Miss its first lead since the first
inning. Woolfolk then mowed
down three Vanderbilt hitters
in the ninth for a six out save
that clinched a series win to begin SEC play for the Rebels.

SPORTS
BASEBALL

continued from page 6
Analysis:
This was a strange series for a young team that
has struggled to hit the
baseball for the better part
of the last 10 games. Ole
Miss grinded out a 1-0 win
on Friday night. That was
the pitching staff’s fifth
consecutive game without
allowing a run, an almost
unheard of mark. But for
as much was made from
the pitching, it wasn’t quite
at the level it has been despite the shutout on Friday
night. The offense didn’t
spark much on Saturday,
and the Rebels lost 6-2
in a sloppy game. But the
bats finally came alive on
Sunday against one of the
best pitching staffs in the
country.
“You look at the last four
innings, and we score eight
runs in the last four innings
and even after getting
close or tying it up, letting
them back into the game.
But credit them, much
better today offensively.
We didn’t pitch well the
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first two days, but we
pitched them smart,”
Bianco said. “Today,
they made it much
tougher. They made
adjustments at the plate.”
When a younger team
has a tough stretch at the
plate like the one Ole Miss
endured over the last 10
games, it can be easy to
lose confidence. But some
of the veteran leaders help
it stay the course, and this
team can now chalk up a
series win against one of
the preseason favorites to
win the national championship.
“We had to score eventually. I think (assistant
coach Mike) Clem(ent)
said it best: The last two
games we put good ABs together, had runners on, we
were just waiting for that
big hit, that big double in
the gap, to clear the bases,”
Bortles said. “We just kept
at at it and kept putting
good swings together.”

TENNIS

continued from page 5
he can count on an offer even if he
never met a school’s recruiter in
person.
“You can’t really be wrong
when you’re recruiting someone
in the top 100,” Kraljevic said.
“Sometimes they don’t even look
at you. They’ll just message you.”
Hansson, a native of Bjarred,
Sweden, offers an especially intimate knowledge of European
youth tennis. He keeps in contact
with numerous European scouts
and is often among the first to
learn of talented, foreign up-andcomers. It should come as no surprise that six of the eight men’s
tennis players at Ole Miss are European, not uncommon for many
NCAA tennis programs.
“Six of eight is probably a pretty
high percentage, but I’d say that
of the top 30 teams in the country, most of them are at least 50
percent foreign,” Hamilton said.
Kraljevic, for instance, played
on the Croatian U18 national team, won the International
Tennis Federation’s Junior Dou-

bles Tournament and was the
top ranked Croatian junior tennis player. He could have played
anywhere, perhaps a professional
tour, but he chose to take his talents to Mississippi. The Rebels’
tennis program, it seems, draws
international players in like a
magnet.
“I heard about the tennis program from a friend. It is really
good, and I just loved how the
coaches are thinking,” Kraljevic
said. “I knew this couldn’t be the
wrong decision; I love it here.”
Collegiate tennis’ appeal transcends the sport as more and
more international student athletes choose the NCAA route for
academic purposes.
“Back in Europe, you can’t really study and play at the same
time,” Kraljevic said. “You have to
decide one or the other, but here
you can do both at the same time,
which is amazing.”
Even tennis, played individually or with a single partner,
requires solid team morale and
coherence. With a unique mix of
international flavor on the roster,
including players from Germany,
Croatia, Sweden, Portugal and the
United States, one could imagine

team chemistry being an issue ...
That doesn’t seem to be the case
at Ole Miss, however.
“We are probably the closest
of all the teams,” Kraljevich said.
“We are really good friends with
each other. We all hang out with
each other.”
With a comparatively small
roster, Ole Miss tennis players experience an intimacy other sports
team cannot afford.
“Sometimes on big teams, you
see freshmen hang out together
and upperclassmen hanging out,
but with us, you get one or two
guys per year, so there’s no room
for that stuff,” Hamilton said.“Everyone eats meals together; we go
out together. It’s very tight-knit.”
With a home game on March
23 against Auburn, the 6-6 Rebels
will need to call on every ounce of
chemistry at their disposal if they
hope to qualify for a 24th consecutive NCAA Tournament appearance.

CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
business day in advance. The Daily
Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday.
Classified ads must be prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
No refunds on classified ads once
published.
The DM reserves the right to refuse
ads that appear to offer unrealistic or
questionable products or services.
To place your ad in The Daily
Mississippian Classifieds
section, visit: http://www.
thedmonline.com/classifieds.

APARTMENT FOR RENT
LARGE 2 BEDROOM/2.5 BATH
townhouse with W/D included. No
pets. 1 year lease. Quiet atmosphere.
Deposit required. Call (662)234-0000

33743

WEEKEND RENTAL
WEEKEND RENTALS Event weekends or any time. Locally owned and
operated, BBB accredited (662)8016692 www.oxfordtownhouse.com

BUSINESS
TRANSCULTURAL CARE ADHD,
Anxiety, Bipolar, Depression, Psych
Evaluation & Medication Management
www.transcultural-care.com Tel: 662234-5317 Olamide Alabi, PMHNP-BC

PART-TIME

ST ANDREWS UMC CHILDREN’S
DR Part time Children’s Director
St. Andrew’s United Methodist Church
in Oxford, MS, is receiving applications
for a part time Children’s Director. Job
starts as soon as March 26, 2017. Ten
hours per week, approximately $12 an
hour. Responsibility for coordinating
weekly ministry and special events for
approximately 35 children, 3 years old
through 6th grade. Sunday mornings
and Sunday evenings required. Must
have excellent organization and communication skills, computer and social
media proficiency. Application Deadline March 25, 2017. Please send a
current resume and a letter of introduction to Mrs. Danahy. Complete
job description will be made available
once the initial application is received.
Submit resume by email only to Beverly Danahy, bdanahy548@gmail.
com.

33734

33730

SPORTS
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Ole Miss Rebels upset No. 1 Syracuse in NIT
WYATT DUGAN

thedmsports@gmail.com

An emphatic 85-80 win over
Syracuse on Saturday brought
the Rebels one step closer to
their goal of an NIT Championship.
After a first-round victory
over Monmouth, the Rebels traveled to Syracuse, New
York, for a match against the
No. 1 seeded team in the tournament. The Orange was an
NCAA Tournament bubble
team, but a weak RPI and limited victories against top teams
kept it on the outside looking
in.
Saturday’s game saw the
Rebels shoot 29-62 from the
field and make 15 3-pointers.
Sophomore guard Terence Davis led the way for the Rebels,
scoring 30 points, 18 of which
came from beyond the 3-point
line. Aiding Davis on the offensive end, Ole Miss found
consistent success with transfers Cullen Neal and Deandre
Burnett putting double-digit
points on the board. Burnett’s
19 and Neal’s 15 helped overcome a Syracuse team known
for staunch, scrappy defense.
At the other end of the court,
the defensive effort was led by
senior Sebastian Saiz, a pillar of
consistency for the Rebels over
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Terence Davis, Breein Tyree and Sebastian Saiz celebrate after 85-80 win over Syracuse on Saturday. Rebels will take on
Georgia Tech Tuesday.
his four years in Oxford. Saiz game and leading the team and The Rebels dominated the first
led the team with 12 rebounds SEC in rebounds by a substan- two minutes of the second half,
going on a 9-0 run. The quick
and three steals, helping the tial margin.
Despite trailing at the half, scores gave Ole Miss a 45-38
Rebels out-rebound Syracuse
38-36. The Spanish veteran Ole Miss came out of the lock- lead and helped shift the mohas been a centerpiece of head er room ready to overcome mentum drastically.
With 3:39 remaining in the
coach Andy Kennedy’s pro- anything Jim Boeheim and the
gram this season, starting every Syracuse offense threw at it. game, Syracuse tied the game

at 74-74 after Andrew White
scored two 3-pointers on backto-back possessions. The Rebels, not to be outdone, quickly
countered with two 3-pointers
of their own from Burnett and
Neal. Smart game management
from Kennedy saw out the rest
of the match, and once the final
buzzer sounded, the Rebels had
extended their lead to five.
Hoping to utilize momentum and newfound confidence,
the Rebels will now prepare to
face the Yellow Jackets at home
Tuesday night. No. 6 seeded
Georgia Tech reached the quarterfinals after victories over Indiana and Belmont. And while
Georgia Tech’s 90-61 over Syracuse in the ACC Tournament
made waves around the NCAA,
it will be traveling to Oxford to
face an Ole Miss team peaking
at just the right time.
A win on Tuesday would advance the Rebels to the semifinals of the NIT for the third
time in program history. With
a healthy team fresh off an impressive victory, Ole Miss fans
and players alike are excited,
and rightfully so, about an opportunity to make history in
front of a home crowd.
Who: Georgia Tech
When: 8 p.m. Tuesday,
March 21
Where: The Pavilion

33650

33733

